
 YAMAHA MT 09 850 TRACER (15 > 17)

KR2122 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top-case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® KM5, KM7, KM8A, KM8B, KM9A
or KM9B plate, or with the MONOLOCK® KM5M or KM6M plate / if
combined with KM8A, KM8B, KM9A, KM9B it does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

KLR2122 Specific rapid release side-case holder for MONOKEY® or RETRO
FIT cases
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KLXR2122 Specific rapid release side-case holder for K33 MONOKEY® SIDE
cases

TE2122K Specific holder for soft side bags or for semi-rigid side bags
(RA314)

BF23K Specific flange for fitting the tank bags with TANKLOCK system

2122DTK Specific screen, transparent, 69 x 50 cm (H x W)

to be combined with the specific D2122KITK fitting kit
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D2122KITK Specific fitting kit for 2122DTK

KD2122S Specific screen, smoked 48 x 42 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen

KN2122 Specific engine guard, black

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified
mechanic

ES2122K Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the
surface support area of the original side stand
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KFB2122 Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to
install KS920M, KS920L, KS95KIT and GPS-Smartphone holder

Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield KD2122S,
2122DTK / For KS920M, KS920L, KS95KIT, KS952B, KS953B,
KS954B, KS955B, KS956B

04SKITK Specific kit to mounting the KS900A Smart Bar

02VKITK Specific kit to mount the Smart Mount RC KS904B

needs to be mounted on the brake fluid reservoir cover right-hand side
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